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Abstract Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are broad spectrum antibiotics that selectively target14

bacteria. Here we investigate the activity of human AMP LL37 against Escherichia coli by integrating15

quantitative, population and single-cell level experiments with theoretical modeling. Our data16

indicate an unexpected, rapid absorption and retention of a large number of LL37 by E. coli cells17

upon the inhibition of their growth, which increases the chance of survival for the rest of18

population. Cultures with high-enough cell density exhibit two distinct subpopulations: a19

non-growing population that absorb peptides and a growing population that survive owing to the20

sequestration of the AMPs by others. A mathematical model based on this binary picture21

reproduces the rather surprising behaviors of E. coli cultures in the presence of LL37, including the22

increase of the minimum inhibitory concentration with cell density (even in dilute cultures) and the23

extensive lag in growth introduced by sub-lethal dosages of LL37.24

25

Introduction26

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are natural amino-acid based antibiotics that are part of the first27

line of defense against invading microbes in multicellular systems Zasloff, M (2002); Brogden28

(2005). In humans, AMPs are found in many organs that are in contact with the outside world,29

including airways, skin, and the urinary tract Hancock and Lehrer (1998); Zasloff, M (2002); Brogden30

(2005); Jenssen et al. (2006); Ganz (2003); Epand and Vogel (1999). The short sequence of the AMPs31

(typically <50 amino acids) along with the flexibility in the design and synthesis of new peptides has32

spurred attention towards understanding the detailed mechanism of AMPs action which can lead to33

the rational design of novel antibiotic agents Zasloff, M (2002); Brogden (2005); Hancock and Sahl34

(2006).35

A hallmark of the AMPs antibacterial mechanism is the role of physical interactions. AMP’s36

structures exhibit two common motifs: cationic charge and amphiphilic form Zasloff, M (2002);37

Brogden (2005). The cationic charge enables them to attack bacteria, enclosed in negatively charged38

membranes, rather than mammalian cells, which possess electrically neutral membranes. The39
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amphiphilic structure allows AMPs to penetrate into the lipid membrane structuresMatsuzaki et al.40

(1995); Shai (1999); Ludtke et al. (1996); Heller et al. (2000); Taheri-Araghi and Ha (2007); Huang41

(2000); Yang et al. (2001).42

Despite our detailed knowledge on AMP’s interactions with membranes, we lack a compre-43

hensive picture of the dynamics of AMPs in a population of cells. We are yet to determine the44

extent to which the AMP’s physical interactions disrupt biological processes in bacteria and the45

degree to which electrostatic forces govern the diffusion and partitioning of AMPs among various46

cells. Specifically, it was suggested by Matsuzaki and Castanho et al. that the density of cells in a47

culture can alter the activity of AMPs through distributions among different cellsMatsuzaki (1999);48

Melo et al. (2009). We have recently examined the role of adsorption on various cell membranes49

theoretically Bagheri et al. (2015). Experimental investigations using bacteria and red blood cells by50

Stella and Wimley groups Savini et al. (2017); Starr et al. (2016) directly demonstrated the decisive51

role of cell density on the effectivity of antimicrobial peptides.52

In this work, we utilize complementary experimental and modeling approaches to understand53

the population dynamics of AMP’s activity from a single-cell perspective. Like all antibiotic agents,54

AMPs need a minimum concentration (MIC) to inhibit growth of a bacterial culture. For some55

antibiotics, including AMPs, the MIC is dependent on the cell density. Often referred to as the56

“inoculum effect”, this phenomena is a trivial consequence of overpopulated cultures. However, in57

dilute cultures, MICs have been reported to reach a plateau independent of cell density Savini et al.58

(2017); Starr et al. (2016); Udekwu et al. (2009); Artemova et al. (2015), unless the cell population59

becomes so small that stochastic single-cell effects become important Coates et al. (2018).60

For a precise measurement of the inoculum effect, we extended microplate assays by Wie-61

gand et al. (2008) to obtain a functional form of the MIC in terms of the initial cell density (the62

“inoculum size”). Contrary to our expectations, we observed that the MIC for the LL37 peptide63

(AnaSpec, California) remains dependent on Escherichia coli density, even in dilute cultures where64

the average cell-to-cell distance is above 50µm, much greater than the average cell dimensions65

(∼1×1×5µm) Taheri-Araghi et al. (2015). With no direct interactions among the cells and nutrients66

in excess for all, this dependence suggests that the effective peptide concentration is somehow67

compromised in a cell density dependent manner.68

By tracking a dye-tagged version of LL37 peptide, we found that the inhibition of growth of E.69

coli cells was followed by the translocation of a large number of AMPs into the cells cytoplasm, thus70

reducing the peptide concentration in the culture, which works in favor of other cells. In the sense71

of such dynamics, MIC refers to a sufficient concentration of AMPs for absorption into all the cells.72

Below the MIC, peptide is absorbed by only a fraction of cells, leaving an inadequate amount of73

AMPs to inhibit the growth of remaining cells. We have directly observed that cultures with sub-MIC74

concentrations of dye-tagged LL37 exhibit a heterogenous population combining non-growing cells75

containing many LL37 and growing cells without LL37.76

Results77

The MIC increases as a function of cell density78

The MIC of an antibiotic may depend on the cell density for various reasons: the distribution of79

antibiotic molecules among bacteria Udekwu et al. (2009); Clark et al. (2009); Melo et al. (2009);80

Jepson et al. (2016); or as a result of cellular enzyme secretion (e.g., �-lactamase in case of lactame81

resistant antibiotics Clark et al. (2009); Artemova et al. (2015)); or due to the chemical composition82

of the culture and regulation of gene expression (for instance in late exponential or stationary83

phases) Karslake et al. (2016); Artemova et al. (2015).84

In this work we focus on dilute cultures where the dependence of MIC on inoculum size reflects85

the number of antimicrobial molecules either “consumed” or “destroyed” by each individual cell.86

The MIC for AMPs is in the micromolar range, ∼1014 AMPs/ml. Early exponential cultures contain87

∼106 cells/ml, which amounts to the ratio of ∼108 AMPs/cell. At such a high ratio, only binding or88
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Figure 1. Measurement of the inoculum effect and peptide absorption by E. coli cells. (A) A two-dimensional
dilution scheme, which includes a linear dilution of LL37 in columns 7 and 12 followed by two separate 2/3

dilution series of the cells and LL37 on columns 12 to 8 and 7 to 1. (B) Each well represents a different

combination of LL37 and cell densities from which we can extract the MIC as a function of inoculum size by

monitoring growth of the culture in individual wells. The solid data points refer to the wells with growing culture

and the size of the marker refers to the number of repeated trial outcomes that resulted in growing cultures.

The empty points refer to wells with no visible growth. A theoretical model developed later in this work nicely fit

the average MIC. (C) The growth of the cultures were monitored by an automated plate reader in terms of OD600.

Growing cultures reach a yield comparable to each other while non-growing cultures do not exhibit consistent

increase in OD600. Data are from column 11 of Fig 1AB and they follow the same color coding. (D) Analysis of the

growth in sub-MIC cultures reveal that growth is delayed depending on the LL37 concentration, but the

exponential growth rate shows no considerable change. Data follow the same color coding as Fig. 1AB. (E)

Through colorimetric measurement of the concentration of a fluorescently tagged analogue of LL37

(5-FAM-LC-LL37), we can quantify the amount of peptides absorbed by E. coli cells. (F) The amount of absorbed
5-FAM-LC-LL37 increases with inoculum size in a culture with initial peptide concentration of 14µM.

degradation of AMPs of the same order of magnitude per individual cells can lead to the inoculum89

effect Starr et al. (2016); Savini et al. (2018).90

To map out the functional form of the inoculum effect, we implemented a two-dimensional91

dilution scheme on a 96-well plate (Fig. 1A). The scheme incorporates a linear dilution of LL3792

in columns 7 and 12 followed by a 2/3 dilution series of cells and LL37 over two distinct regions,93

columns 12 to 8 and 7 to 1. (See SI Figs. S1 and S2 for details of the cell counting and plate94

preparation). An early exponential E. coli culture in rich defined media (RDM, Teknova) was diluted95

to specific cell densities to cover a relatively even distribution of inoculum sizes.96

Each well on the microplate corresponds to a unique combination of LL37 and cell densities97

(Fig. 1B). The growth of the cultures in wells were monitored for 24 hours by an automated plate98

reader (EPOCH 2, BioTek) in terms of optical density at 600nm wavelength (OD600), while the plate99

was incubated with orbital shaking at 37◦C. Growth or inhibition of growth in each well is evidently100

distinguishable: growing cultures reach a yield comparable to each other1, but the non-growing101

cultures do not show any consistent increase in OD600 over the course of the experiments except102

for minimal random fluctuations (Fig. 1C).103

The results, averaged over four similar trials, demonstrate a distinct increase of the MIC as a104

1Yield in microplate experiments are limited by the ’ghost’ effect as there is no chance of dilution prior to OD measurement

in dense cultures. Nevertheless, for the results in this work, yield is not used to quantify growth of the culture.
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function of inoculum size (Fig. 1B). (Detailed data presented in the SI Figs. S3 and S4.) The solid105

data points in Fig. 1B refer to the wells with a growing culture and the size of the marker refers106

to the number of repeated trial outcomes that resulted in growing cultures. A theoretical model107

developed later in this work nicely fits the average MIC.108

Sub-MIC cultures exhibit delayed growth, not slow growth109

An interesting feature evidenced in the results was the extended lag phase, up to several hours,110

introduced by the sub-MIC concentrations of LL37 (see Fig. 1C). Despite such a ‘growth delay,’ the111

average doubling time of the cells (TD) did not change significantly, remaining under 30 minutes in112

most cases (see Fig. 1D). We tested and confirmed the stability of peptides over the duration of the113

experiment (Fig. S5). Hence, we hypothesized that this behavior was attributed to heterogenous114

cell death, where the growth of a fraction of the cells is inhibited, while the rest of the cells recover115

the normal population growth after a time delay that is correlated to the number of dead cells. This116

hypothesis is investigated further at the single-cell level.117

E. coli cells absorb and retain peptides118

In the microplate experiments, direct cell-to-cell interactions are minimal as the cells are on average119

over 50µm apart from each other (corresponding to inoculum size in Fig. 1AB). All the electrostatic120

interactions are also completely shielded2. We asked whether the inoculum effect is due to the121

absorption of peptides into the cells Clark et al. (2009). AMP absorption into bacteria has been122

previously discussed and quantified using various techniques. Different prokaryotes were reported123

to absorb 1–20 × 107 AMPs/cell Steiner et al. (1988); Savini et al. (2018); Starr et al. (2016); Tran124

et al. (2002);Melo et al. (2011); Roversi et al. (2014), which is high enough to initiate the inoculum125

effect. Here we also quantified the absorption of a dye-tagged analogue of LL37 (5-FAM-LC-LL37,126

AnaSpec) by colorimetric measurement of the 14µM of peptide concentration before and after127

incubation with E. coli and separation by centrifugation (see Fig. 1EF and Fig. S6 for details). We128

observed a reduction in peptide concentration proportional to the inoculum size with an average129

rate of 7.6 ± 2.1 × 108AMPs/cell.130

Single-cell data demonstrate absorption and retention of peptides in target cells131

We further investigated peptide absorption by tracking dye-tagged peptide action on live cells.132

To this end, we brought E. coli cells from an exponential culture to an imaging platform where133

they were treated with an above-MIC concentration (10µM) of 5-FAM-LC-LL37 under agarose gel134

containing RDM growth media. (see Fig. S7 for the imaging platform).135

We closely monitored cell growth and distribution/localization of peptides by phase contrast and136

fluorescent time-lapse microscopy (Fig. 2A). By analyzing 383 cells, we observed that the inhibition137

of growth is followed by a rapid translocation of peptides into target cells, as quantified by a jump in138

the cell’s fluorescent signal (Fig. 2B). As a result, fluorescent signals showed a bimodal distribution139

over the course of the experiment. A large degree of temporal, cell-to-cell heterogeneity was also140

observed as the peptide translocation time varied for about 30 minutes for different cells (Fig. 2B).141

The fluorescent signal remained high after translocation confirming retention of peptides in the142

cells.143

The instantaneous growth rate of individual cells was non-monotonic and collapsed onto each144

other once plotted with reference to peptide translocation time (Fig. 2C). There is a drop to negative145

values, indicating the shrinking of cells, which was found to be synchronized with the uptake of146

peptides. The growth rate reaches a steady value of zero in ∼10 minutes.147

As a whole, E. coli cells exhibited a binary physiological state over the course of the peptide148

action in terms of growth rate and peptide uptake. That is, the cells were found to be in either of149

these distinct states: (1) growing, with no significant peptide uptake; and (2) non-growing, followed150

2The Debye screening length in RDM is 12Å with 61mM of monovalent and 0.5mM of divalent ions.
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Figure 2. Growth inhibition of E. coli cells by dye-tagged LL37. (A) Sample phase contrast and fluorescent
time-lapse images of an E. coli cell treated with a lethal dosage of the dye-tagged LL37 (5-FAM-LC-LL37). Phase
contrast images show inhibition of growth and slight shrinkage of the cell after a brief growth period. The

fluorescent channel shows distribution, translocation and retention of the peptides. (B) Abrupt transition in the

fluorescent signal of 383 cells that occur over a span of more than 30 minutes. (C) The instantaneous growth

rate of individual cells collapse on each other when plotted in referenced to the peptide translocation point.

The average behavior (white line) of the collapse shows that the translocation happens shortly after the

inhibition of growth and shrinkage of the cell. The shaded area denotes the standard deviation. (D) The two

dimensional distribution of instantaneous growth rate and fluorescent signal depict well-separated clusters

referring to a binary response of the cells to the peptides.

by an abrupt peptide uptake. This is quantitatively evident in the scatter plot of the instantaneous151

growth rate as a function of fluorescence intensity, where cells segregate into two separate clusters152

(Fig. 2D). At the peptide concentration of 10µM (above the MIC) all cells were initially in state (1) and153

then transitioned to state (2) within one generation.154

Growth inhibition is heterogeneous in sub-MIC cultures155

Population-level data from microplates were suggestive, but not conclusive, of a heterogeneous156

growth inhibition in cultures with a sub-MIC concentration of AMPs. Hence, we proceeded with157

single-cell experiments as noted above with a sole modification of using a lower, sub-MIC concen-158

tration of 5-FAM-LC-LL37 (4.0µM for the dye-tagged peptide). As such, most individual cells grew to159

form micro-colonies.160

The striking observation was the phenotypic heterogeneity in the isogenic population of cells in161

each micro-colony (Fig. 3A). As a colony expanded, growth of some cells was inhibited and peptides162

translocated into them. we observed a similar transition from state (1) to state (2) as previously163

seen in above MIC cultures (Fig. 2). The difference is that at sub-MIC the transition occurred for only164

a fraction of the cells.165

Analysis of 13 separate micro-colonies, consisting of a total of 280 cells (over the course of the166

experiment), showed that the relative size of the colonies initially increased exponentially until the167

appearance of non-growing cells (Fig. 3B). The fluorescence intensity of non-growing cells showed168

an abrupt transition, as in the case of above MIC cultures, with comparable relative changes in the169
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Figure 3. Heterogenous growth inhibition and peptide absorption at a sub-MIC concentration of peptides. (A)
Sample time-lapse images (overlay of phase contrast and fluorescent image) of dividing E. coli cells show that
growth of only some cells is inhibited in a growing colony. Phase contrast images show growth of a micro-colony

and the fluorescent channel (green) shows translocation of the dye-tagged LL37 (5-FAM-LC-LL37) in the cells

whose growth is inhibited. (B) Relative growth of the total area of 13 separate colonies, consisting of 280 cells,

depicts initial exponential expansion (grey area) until the appearance of non-growing subpopulation (green

area). (C) An abrupt transition in fluorescent signal is observed when growth is inhibited in cells. The transition

for individual cells is similar to that in above MIC cultures (see Fig. 2).

signal, which suggests that a similar number of peptides are taken by each cell (Fig. 3C).170

Mathematical model based on peptide absorption reproduces and explains exper-171

imental observations172

In order to test whether the absorption of peptides can explain the inoculum effect, we developed173

a mathematical model with minimal single-cell assumptions (Fig. 4A), which describes the time174

evolution of the mean concentration [B] of growing bacteria and the mean concentration [P] of free175

AMPs in the solution. The model describes two processes: (1) bacteria are assumed to divide with176

a constant rate kD = ln 2∕TD, where TD ≈ 23min is the average doubling time; (2) AMPs kill growing177

bacteria with a rate kk, and afterwards each dead cell quickly takes upN AMPs (see Figs. 2B and 3C).178

These AMPs are bound to the membrane as well as to the cytoplasm of the cell and are not recycle179

to attack other cells. The time evolution of concentrations of bacteria [B] and available AMPs [P] is180

described by the following equations:181

d[B]
dt

= kD[B] − kk[B][P], (1)

d[P]
dt

= −Nkk[B][P]. (2)

This model predicts two different outcomes (see Fig. 4B) depending on the initial concentrations of182

bacteria and AMPs: (1) The population of bacteria goes extinct for a sufficiently large concentration183

of AMPs, i.e. above MIC; (2) The population of bacteria can recover in a low concentration of AMPs,184

i.e. below MIC. The two unknown parameters of the model were fitted to best approximate the MIC185

dependence on the inoculum size (Fig. 4C). The fit resulted in a killing rate kk = 0.040�M−1min−1 and186

N = 3.8 × 107 AMPs absorbed per dead cell. Note that in the limit, where the initial concentration of187

bacteria goes to zero, the MIC value approaches the finite value kD∕kk = 0.75�M [see Eq. (1)]. This is188

consistent with a previous model by Stella group Savini et al. (2017), which considered that bacteria189

get killed once the number of peptides bound to cell membrane reaches a certain threshold (Note190
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Figure 4. A theoretical model based on the absorption of peptides in E. coli cells. (A) E. coli cells replicate with a
rate of kD and they get killed with a rate of kk. Each dead cell quickly absorbsN AMPs. (B) Demonstration of the
inoculum effect for the initial AMP concentration [LL37]=1.2µM. A culture with high inoculum size (3 × 106

cells/ml) survives as peptides deplete (solid lines) whereas growth in small inoculum size (106 cells/ml) is
inhibited with excess peptides remaining in the solution (dashed lines). Despite the survival of culture with high

inoculum size, the growth is delayed. (C) Comparison of the MIC between the theoretical model and the

experimental data. (D) Growth delay as a function of [LL37]. Solid lines are theoretical results (not a fit) and

circles represent experimental data from microplate experiments (Fig. 1). The delay is calculated with respect to

the lowest AMP concentration (row H) of Fig. 1AB.

that the number of surface bound peptides correlates with the concentration of free peptides in191

solution).192

We further examined whether the model can reproduce other experimental data without193

additional fitting. In particular we tested whether the model could predict the growth delay in194

surviving bacterial population when the concentration of AMPs is increased (see Fig. 1C). The195

predictions of our model agree reasonably well with experimental results for the growth delay of196

population (see Fig. 4D), given the simplicity of the model.197

The action of dye-tagged LL37 is cell-cycle dependent198

The temporal heterogeneity we reported in growth inhibition and peptide retention is a key factor199

for the emergence of the surviving subpopulation. The wide distribution of ∼30 minutes (above200

MIC cultures, Fig. 2B) is puzzling, as all the cells experienced the same environmental conditions.201

We looked at the correlations of the translocation time with two cell size measures to investigate202

any dependence on the physiological conditions of the target cells. A strong negative correlation203

was observed between peptide translocation time and initial cell length, indicating that small cells204

can resist AMPs’ action, growing until a later time point (Fig. 5 left panel). In contrast, cell length205

at translocation time did not show any correlation with the translocation time (Fig. 5 right panel).206

This clearly demonstrated that the action of 5-FAM-LC-LL37 is cell-cycle and cell-age dependent.207

This seems in agreement with the findings made by the Weisshaar lab, where LL37 peptides were208

observed to first bind to the septum of dividing cells. Thus, the higher chance to act on larger,209

dividing cells, as opposed to small growing cells Sochacki et al. (2011). The stronger binding of LL37210

to the septum area is not well understood but may have multiple physical origins. Among various211

possibilities, the Wong lab has shown LL37 to preferentially bind to membranes with negative Gaus-212

sian curvature, a geometry that can be found in the septum of rod shaped microorganisms Yang213

et al. (2008); Schmidt et al. (2011).214
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Figure 5. Correlations between the peptide translocation time and cell size. (Left panel) A strong negative
correlation between peptide translocation time and initial cell length indicates resistance of small cells to

peptides until a later time point. (Right panel) Cell length at translocation time and the time of translocation is

not correlated.

Discussion215

Heterogeneities in bacterial response to antibiotics can be critical if leading to the survival of a216

subpopulation that can recover population growth Coates et al. (2018). In this work, we discovered217

an unexpected absorption and retention of an antimicrobial peptide (LL37 and the dye-tagged218

analogue, 5-FAM-LC-LL37) in E. coli cells, which under sub-MIC concentrations led to the emergence219

of two distinct subpopulations in an isogenic bacterial culture: a group of cells that retain peptides220

after their growth is inhibited and a group of surviving cells that grow owing to the reduction of the221

“free” peptide concentration by the other group. This “passive cooperation” is an interesting feature222

of an E. coli culture where cells do not have any form of active communication, unlike ion-channel223

based cooperation in Bacillus subtilis biofilms Prindle et al. (2015); Liu et al. (2017, 2015).224

At the cellular and molecular scales, a distinct feature of the AMP’s mechanism of action is its225

collective nature, where a large number of AMPs are required to first bind to and then disrupt the226

cell membranes to kill the cell. AMP’s absorption has been discussed and quantified previously227

for different microorganisms and peptides using various techniques Steiner et al. (1988); Savini228

et al. (2018); Starr et al. (2016); Tran et al. (2002); Melo et al. (2011); Roversi et al. (2014). Utilizing229

live, single-cell microscopy, we observed the temporal and cell-to-cell heterogeneity in the peptide230

absorption into E. coli cells, which goes beyond the membrane binding.231

The integration of the population and single-cell data, combined with the theoretical modeling,232

presented in this work, provides strong evidence that the inoculum effect for the LL37 arises from233

the retention of LL37 in target cells. Despite the seeming complexity of the LL37 partitioning in234

a population of bacterial cells, the picture at the single-cell level is simple and binary, consistent235

in cultures with above MIC and sub MIC concentrations of AMPs: occurrence of growth inhibition236

depends on the free peptide concentration and is followed by an abrupt, permanent translocation237

of peptides into the target cells.238

Our quantification of peptide retention (∼3.8 × 107 peptides/cell) is within the range reported239

using various methods Steiner et al. (1988); Savini et al. (2018); Starr et al. (2016); Tran et al.240

(2002);Melo et al. (2011); Roversi et al. (2014). Yet, this large number raises the question of which241

molecules inside of the cells are interacting with LL37. The negative charge of DNA as well as242

some proteins can provide binding sites for LL37. To categorically distinguish between these243

two, we utilized an E. coli strain lacking the septum positioning minCDE system, which produces244

enucleated mini-cells (Fig. 6A). The mini-cells do not contain DNA as confirmed by the localization245

of a fluorescently tagged histone-like protein hupA (Fig. 6A, see SI for the details of the strains246
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localization of hupA-mRuby2 protein (middle panel). Mini-cells absorb a large amount of 5-FAM-LC-LL37 peptides
similar to wild-type cells (right panel) (B) Average fluorescence intensity of a mini-cell as a function of time

suggests a significant peptide interactions with proteins in the mini-cells.

genotype)3. Translocation of 5-FAM-LC-LL37 showed absorption and retention into mini-cells in a247

similar, qualitative fashion as seen in regular cells (Fig. 6B), suggesting the presence of significant248

peptide-protein interactions.249

While our results provide a quantitative picture of LL37 partitioning and acting in an E. coli250

population, they open new questions on the molecular and evolutionary basis of their activity. First,251

the strong absorption of peptides into the cytoplasmic area raises questions on the nature and252

impact of this intercellular binding: what specific proteins and domains are peptides binding to?253

How does the peptide binding perturb the protein functions? Second, the population survivability254

as a result of peptide absorption raises questions on the evolutionary dynamics of this phenomena:255

how do E. coli cells evolve to achieve this cooperative fit? How does this phenomena affect multi-256

species cultures with prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms?257

Finally, our findings imply an important dynamic for the activity of LL37 (and possibly other258

AMPs) in the host, multicellular systems. Considering the peptide absorption into the target cells,259

AMP concentration should not be assumed the only key factor, but the rate of the expression of the260

AMPs by the host is also decisive in determining effectivity of AMPs. The expression rate competes261

with the rate of absorption of the AMPs in the bacterial cells. In the results presented in this work,262

we focused on ’closed’ systems where the total number of AMPs remained constant. As a future263

direction, one could examine growth inhibition of bacterial cultures experiencing an influx of the264

AMPs.265

Methods and Materials266

Bacterial Strains and Growth Conditions267

In this work, we used derivatives of a prototrophic Escherichia coli K12 strain, NCM3722, that was268

constructed, sequenced, and extensively tested by Kustu and Jun labs Soupene et al. (2003); Brown269

and Jun (2015). In all microplate and single-cell experiments, we used ST08, a nonmotile derivative270

of NCM3722 (ΔmotA) (a gift from Suckjoon Jun’s Lab at the University of California, San Diego),271

except for experiments with mini-cell producing strains where we used ST20. This strain possesses272

a deficiency in septum positioning system (ΔminCDE) and a DNA marker (ℎupA-mRuby2). ST20 was273

constructed using standard P1 transduction to transfer the gene deletion minCDE::aph from PAL40274

(from Petra Levin’s Lab at the Washington University, St. Louise) to ST12, a construct from ST08 with275

the infusion of mRuby2 fluorescent protein with the histone like protein ℎupA (from Suckjoon Jun’s276

Lab).277

In all experiments, a MOPS based rich defined media (RDM) was used, developed by Fred278

Neidhardt Neidhardt et al. (1974), which is commercially available from Teknova Inc. The average279

3The mini-cells are not viable due to a lack of DNA, whereas the other sister cells are longer than average, containing more

than one round segregated DNA. Despite the abnormal cell size, the DNA-containing sisters are mostly viable.
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generation time of the E. coli strain used in this study was 23 minutes in RDM at 37◦C. All cells in the280

experimental samples were grown to early or mid log phase prior to the start of the experiment in281

a 37◦C water bath shaker, set to 240 rpm.282

Live-cell Imaging Platform283

To monitor the inhibition of growth for E. coli cells by antimicrobial peptides in a live microscopy284

setting we chose to use agarose pads to immobilize them. Inspired by previous worksMoffitt et al.285

(2012); Priest et al. (2017), we developed a system for patterning and housing specific amounts286

of agarose gel suitable for long term microscopy needs. The patterns are parallel channels that287

allow cells to spread and move away from one another under the agarose pad, while aligned in288

certain directions to help with the image analysis and cell segmentation. The housing also reduces289

the chance of evaporation of the liquid culture, thus allowing the gel to be used for hours at 37◦C290

during microscopy.291

Phase Contrast and Fluorescent Microscopy292

An inverted microscope (Nikon Ti-E) equipped with the Perfect Focus System (PFS 3), a 100x oil293

immersion objective lens (NA 1.45), and an Andor Zyla sCMOS camera were used for imaging. The294

light source that was used for the phase contrast microscopy was made possible with the help of295

LED transmission light (TLED, Sutter Instruments 400-700nm) and Spectra X light engine (Lumencor),296

which was used for fluorescent imaging.297

The illumination condition for phase contrast was 50ms exposure with an illumination intensity298

set to 10% of the max TLED intensity. The fluorescent images for the 5-FAM dye were taken with the299

excitation wavelength of 485 while using a quad band filter (DAPI/FITC/TRITC/Cy5, 84000, Chroma300

Technologies).301

Analysis of the Theoretical Model with Mathematica302

Differential equations [Eqs. (1-2)] describing the population dynamics model were analyzed in303

Mathematica with the function NDSolve. For each initial concentration of bacteria and peptides,304

the evolution of both populations were analyzed during the subsequent Tmax = 1000 min. If the305

concentration of peptides [P(Tmax)] at the end of simulation was smaller than kD∕kk, then the306

bacterial population survived [see Eqs. (1-2)]. On the other hand, if the concentration of peptides307

[P(Tmax)] > kD∕kk, then the bacterial population most likely went extinct. The MIC concentration308

for a given initial concentration of bacteria was obtained by requiring [P(Tmax)] = kD∕kk, which was309

found using the bisection method. Finally, the unknown model parameters kk andN were obtained310

by minimizing the error between the values of MIC from the model and the experimental data (see311

Fig. 4C) by using the function FindMinimum.312
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